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Single-layer graphene supported on a metal surface has shown remarkable properties relevant for novel
electronic and optoelectronic devices. However, the nature of the electronic states derived from unoccupied
surface states and quantum well states, lying in the real-space gap between the graphene and the solid surface,
has not been explored and exploited yet. Herein, we use ultraviolet nonlinear angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy to unveil the coexistence at the graphene/Cu(111) interface of a highest occupied Shockley surface
state (HOSS) and the two lowest unoccupied surface states (LUSS). The experimental results and electronic
structure calculations, based on one-dimensional model potential, indicate that the two unoccupied states originate
from the hybridization of an n = 1 image potential state with a quantum well state. The hybridized nature of
these unoccupied states is benchmarked by a similar experiment done on single-layer graphene grown on copper
polycrystalline foil where only the image state survives being the quantum well state at this interface inhibited.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.91.195440 PACS number(s): 73.22.Pr, 73.20.−r, 78.67.Wj
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene/metal interfaces have been the subject of exten-
sive studies to understand the substrate-induced perturbation
on the graphene electronic structure, in particular in the vicinity
of the Dirac cone. The current state of the art distinguishes
between strong and weak interactions of graphene with a metal
surface [1–8]. A strong interaction, such as with Ru and Ni,
alters the occupied states of graphene and the π band shifts
to higher binding energy, while the features of the Dirac cone
dissolve [1,7,9]. Instead, for graphene deposited on a weakly
interacting substrate, e.g., Ir and Cu, the π band is almost
unperturbed and the Dirac cone is well defined, while a small
doping effect slightly shifts the Fermi level [1,10–12]. These
studies provide a comprehensive understanding of the nature
and the character of the occupied states of the graphene/metal
interface. In contrast, the unoccupied electronic states and, in
particular, the nature of the image potential states (IPS) in
these systems are still unclear.
IPS are formed by the image potential that results from the
charge polarization induced by an electron in front of a metal
surface. The wave function of these states is localized at the
surface and, in the presence of a gap in the surface-projected
bulk bands, it decays exponentially into the solid [13,14].
IPS were observed in literature both in weakly and strongly
interacting graphene/metal systems. In the former, the IPS
appear also in the presence of graphene [15–17] as for the clean
surfaces. On the contrary, in strongly interacting systems that
display a single domain orientation and a high corrugation
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value, two n = 1 IPS are observed due to the presence in
the sample of two regions with two different graphene/metal
distances as for Ru(0001) [9,18,19].
Graphene/Cu(111) is a prototypical example of a weakly
interacting system where a single-layer graphene grows form-
ing different domains with a low corrugation and with several
azimuthal orientations, nevertheless the average graphene-Cu
distance is the same for all domains and comparable to the
graphene distance in graphite [1]. Therefore, similarly to
graphene/Ir(111) [16], a single series of IPS, unmodified by
the presence of graphene, is expected.
Hereafter, we report on a detailed and ultraviolet nonlinear
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy study of the
occupied and unoccupied surface states at the single-layer
graphene/Cu(111) interface. We attribute the origin of the two
unoccupied surface states to the hybridization of the n = 1 IPS
with a quantum well state (QWS), lying in the real-gap space
between the graphene and the solid surface. This interpretation
is strengthened by electronic structure calculations based on a
one-dimensional model potential. These calculations suggest
that the hybridization between the IPS states and the QWS
gives rise to two interface states with an amplitude probability
in correspondence of graphene/metal well.
To further prove the QWS character of these states, we have
studied the nonlinear angle-resolved photoemission resulting
from a graphene single-layer grown on polycrystalline copper
(graphene/Cu-poly). At this interface, a single unoccupied im-
agelike state, not measured on the clean substrate, is detected.
In this framework, the results relative to graphene/Cu-poly
can be justified considering that the absence of an energy gap
in the polycrystalline Cu hinders the QWS generation, but
the presence of the graphene potential barrier allows to the
image potential to survive giving rise to a single unoccupied
imagelike state. By unveiling the nature and the QW character
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Representative Raman spectrum of graphene/Cu(111) and of HOPG. The relevant peaks of the graphene spectrum
are marked. The excitation wavelength employed was λ = 633 nm. (b) Low-energy electron diffraction pattern of graphene/Cu(111) collected
with a primary beam energy of 80 eV.
of the unoccupied surface states at the graphene/Cu(111)
single-layer graphene interface, we disclose the potential
interest of this system and probably other similar systems
as potential optical devices for active and passive optical
processes.
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
Graphene was grown on a Cu(111) single crystal (MaTeck
GmbH) that was previously Ar sputtered (1 keV) and annealed
(650 K) in ultrahigh vacuum. The crystal was then transferred
(through air) into a vacuum furnace (base pressure 10−5 mbar),
where it was reduced in a mixture of 0.5 mbar of hydrogen
(Messer, purity 5.0) and 0.1 mbar of argon (Linde, purity
5.0) for 4 h at a temperature of 1250 K before graphene was
grown by exposure to a mixture of argon (0.1 mbar), hydrogen
(0.5 mbar), and methane (0.5 mbar, Messer, purity 4.0) for
2 min while the substrate was kept at 1250 K. Graphene was
subsequently cooled to room temperature in an argon flow
(0.09 mbar) at a rate of 15 K/min. The Cu foil (thickness
25 µm, 99.999 % purity, ESPI Metals) was pre-etched in a
0.25 M solution of H2SO4 in water for 5 min, rinsed in water
and ethanol, dried in an argon flow and transferred to the
vacuum furnace. The foil was then reduced in H2 and Ar
for 1 h at the same temperature and pressure employed for
Cu(111), while the growth of graphene followed the same
protocol described above for the growth on Cu(111).
For nonlinear angle-resolved photoemission measurements
(NL-ARPES), a Ti:Sapphire laser system delivering 0.8 mJ,
150 fs pulses at a wavelength of 790 nm and 1 kHz repetition
rate was employed. The laser pulses were also used to pump
a traveling wave optical parametric amplifier covering a
wavelength range from 0.80 to 1.07 eV. By quadrupling the
output of the parametric amplifier, the photon energy could
be tuned continuously from 3.20 to 4.28 eV. The near-UV
pulses were focused on the sample, kept in an UHV chamber
at a residual pressure !2 × 10−10 mbar and annealed before
the photoemission experiments to 650 K to remove any
possible surface contaminants adsorbed during the sample
manipulation in air. Photoelectrons were detected by means
of a custom-made time of flight (ToF) electron spectrometer
with an angular acceptance of ±0.85◦ and an overall energy
resolution of ∼35 meV at an electron kinetic energy of 2.0 eV.
The experimental geometry and the available photon energies
allowed the investigation of the parallel crystal momenta in
a range of ±0.3 ˚A−1 around k∥ = 0 (normal emission). The
angle of incidence of the laser beam with respect to the surface
normal was θ = 30◦. Therefore, while for the s-polarized light
beam the electric field E is parallel to the sample surface
(horizontal component), the p-polarized beam displayed a
horizontal component given by Eh = |E| cos θ and a vertical
component given by Ev = |E| sin θ . All measurements were
carried out at room temperature.
To characterize the graphene layer, Raman measurements
were carried out with a Renishaw inVia µ-Raman, equipped
with a 633-nm He-Ne CW laser. The resulting spectrum
is shown in Fig. 1(a), together with a spectrum acquired
on HOPG for comparison. We identified three main peaks
at 1336, 1586, and 2670 cm−1, labeled D, G, and G′,
respectively. The G and G′ peaks are characteristic of a
graphitic layer [20]. The G′ could be fitted with a single
Lorentzian (width = 49 ± 7 cm−1), indicating that a single
layer of graphene grew on the copper surface [21]. Collecting
maps of 40 × 40 µm2, no evidence of domains with two or
more or without graphene layers emerges from the µ-Raman
spectra of graphene/Cu(111). The presence of a D peak with
an intensity comparable to the G peak suggests the presence
of grain boundaries and defects in the layer [22]. Moreover,
the Raman energy shift of the G mode, benchmarked with
free standing graphene, suggests that the graphene layer is
n-doped with the Fermi level downward shifted of∼200 meV,
in agreement with a single-layer graphene-Cu(111) distance
of ∼3.2 ˚A [7,23].
A low-energy electron diffraction pattern [Fig. 1(b)] col-
lected on graphene/Cu(111) shows the hexagonal first-order
spots of Cu(111) (surface lattice parameter 2.55 ˚A) and a ring
pattern, for which the corresponding lattice parameter matches
that of graphene (2.46 ˚A). Therefore the graphene crystalline
domains do not exhibit any preferential orientation.
The crystalline orientation of the copper foil substrate was
checked by electron-back-scattering diffraction. Crystalline
domains with sizes ranging from 100 to 1000 µm with a
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Electron back scattering diffraction
map acquired on a graphene grown on Cu foil sample. (b) Orientation
distribution of the image reported in (a). The dominant crystalline
orientation is (001).
dominant crystalline orientation close to (001) were observed
(see Fig. 2).
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The nonlinear photoemission spectrum of the single-layer
graphene/Cu(111), acquired with p-polarized light and with
photon energy hν = 4.10 eV, is shown in Fig. 3. The laser
photon energy has been tuned up to select hν = 4.10 eV
to unambiguously reveal the emissions originating from the
occupied and unoccupied states in the energy region around
the Fermi energy (EF), as shown in Fig. 3(b). The d band
of Cu(111) was identified at about E − EF = 6 eV with a
work function of 4.1± 0.1 eV. Moreover, three features were
observed and labeled as lowest unoccupied surface states,
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Photoemission processes (arrows)
from the Cu d band and from the surface states (HOSS, LUSS1,
LUSS2, see text) at the single-layer graphene/Cu(111) interface. (b)
Nonlinear photoemission spectrum obtained by using the experi-
mental setup shown in (c), at normal emission (k∥ = 0) and with a
photon energy of 4.10 eV. The HOSS, LUSS1, and LUSS2 emissions,
observed with p-polarized light, are completely quenched in the
s-polarized light spectrum.
LUSS1 (7.3 eV) and LUSS2 (7.7 eV), and highest occupied
surface state, HOSS (8.0 eV). Notably, these emissions are
quenched when the laser beam was s polarized [see Fig. 3(c)].
This finding is consistent with the electric dipole selection
rules for surface states [24,25].
Figure 4(a) shows the linear emission from the surface
occupied states as measured with a photon energy of 6.28 eV.
As expected, only the Cu(111) occupied Shockley surface state
was observed as a distinct peak at∼0.2 eV just below the Fermi
level. This spectral feature is helpful to unambiguously identify
the HOSS emission, detected in the nonlinear photoemission
spectrum (see Fig. 3), as the Cu(111) Shockley surface state.
The shift of the HOSS binding energy with respect to clean
Cu(111) is consistent with that measured in conventional
angle-resolved photoemission experiments [26–28] and is
assigned to a charge-transfer process induced by the different
work functions between the graphene layer and the metal
surface. This assignment matches also with previous results
reported for graphene/Ir(111) [16,17], where an unquenched
Shockley state was observed due to the large adsorption
distance (∼3.4 ˚A) between metal and graphene.
The energy dispersion E(k∥) for the HOSS state, measured
in linear ARPES is reported in Fig. 4(b). The HOSS effective
mass derived from the fitting of theE(k∥) data with a parabolic
function, was found to bem∗ = 0.45± 0.05mE ,mE being the
free electron mass. This value is consistent with the value of
0.47± 0.04 mE measured for the Shockley surface state on
clean Cu(111) [24,26,27]. Moreover, the intrinsic linewidth at
k∥ = 0 (70± 5 meV), obtained by fitting the HOSS with a
Lorentzian function convoluted with a Gaussian broadening,
accounting for the experimental resolution, was found to be
consistent with the value measured on the clean metal (60±
10 meV) [24,26].
Considering the linear photoemission spectrum reported
in Fig. 4(a), we tentatively assign the LUSS1 and LUSS2
emission in Fig. 4(c) to the unoccupied states of the single-
layer graphene/Cu(111). The binding energy (with respect to
the vacuum level) of LUSS1 and LUSS2 was 0.90± 0.05
and 0.50± 0.05 eV, respectively, while the intrinsic linewidth
at k∥ = 0 was found to be 115± 5 meV for LUSS1 and
140± 5 meV for LUSS2. The multiphotonic order (MPO)
measured from the nonlinear photoemission spectra collected
at hν = 4.10 eV and k∥ = 0, is MPO=2. This is the value
expected for a second-order nonlinear photoemission process
where the first photon transiently populates the LUSS1 and
LUSS2 states from the Cu(111) occupied states, while a second
photon is providing the energy for the electron emission.
The effective masses of LUSS1 and LUSS2, evaluated from
nonlinear ARPES at hν = 4.10 eV, were found to bem∗LUSS1 =
0.9± 0.1 mE and m∗LUSS2 = 1.3± 0.1 mE [see Fig. 4(d)].
Instead, the HOSS effective mass measured at hν = 4.10
eV matches the value obtained by linear ARPES reported in
Fig. 4(b).
Figure 5 shows nonlinear photoemission spectra (hν =
4.10 eV) measured on the single-layer graphene on the Cu
foil and on clean Cu foil. On the clean Cu foil we detected
only the emission originating from the Cu d band along with
a clear Fermi edge. The presence of a continuum of states
at the Fermi level without any energy gap in the integrated
projected band structure of the Cu foil hinders, as expected,
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Linear photoemission spectrum collected at normal emission (k∥ = 0) with a photon energy of 6.28 eV and
p-polarized light at the single-layer graphene/Cu(111) interface. (b) Energy position vs k∥ momentum for the Shockley surface state measured
at hν = 6.28 eV. A parabolic fit (line) gives an effective mass of 0.45± 0.05 mE . (c) Single-layer graphene/Cu(111) nonlinear photoemission
spectra measured at normal emission (k∥ = 0) in p and s polarization and 4.1 eV photon energy. The p-polarized spectrum results well
interpolated by three structures. (d) Energy position vs k∥ momentum for the Shockley surface state (HOSS), LUSS1, and LUSS2 interface
states measured at hν = 4.10 eV photon energy. The effective masses reported in the figure are obtained from the parabolic fit (line) of the
measured band dispersion.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Comparison between nonlinear photoe-
mission spectra measured at k∥ = 0 using p-polarized laser pulses at
hν = 4.10 eV on graphene grown on polycrystalline Cu foil and on
clean Cu foil. The emission measured from the single-layer graphene
on the Cu foil detected in the 7.0–8.5 eV E-EF energy region is well
fitted by a single Lorentzian and a Fermi-Dirac function. The inset
shows the single-layer graphene/Cu-poly foil LUSS band dispersion.
The effective mass for this state is deduced from the parabolic fit
(solid line) of the ARPES data.
the formation of image states. Conversely, on single-layer
graphene/Cu-poly, beside the d band and the Fermi edge,
an additional feature is clearly detected. This state exhibits
a surface-state symmetry, vanishing with s-polarized light and
an effective mass consistent with the free-electron mass as it
is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
IV. THEORY AND DISCUSSION
Concerning the results obtained on graphene/Cu(111),
LUSS1 can be identified with the n = 1 IPS of Cu(111),
being its binding energy and effective mass comparable to
those of a typical first image state in front of a metal surface.
Differently, the behavior of LUSS2 is unknown in literature.
In principle, we can speculate that LUSS2 was the n = 1 state
of a second series of IPS. Two series of IPS have been recently
observed in the strongly interacting graphene/Ru interface [9].
In this system, however, the morphology of the graphene
layer is completely different. The strong corrugation (about
1.5 ˚A) of the graphene layer produces two different regions
(H and L region) responsible for the presence in the spectrum
of two n = 1 IPS that differ in binding energy of about
150 meV. As often emphasized in literature, graphene/Cu(111)
is a prototypical example of weakly interacting system
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where graphene grows forming different domains with several
azimuthal orientations as confirmed by both Raman and
low-energy electron diffraction measurements collected on
our sample (Fig. 1). The average graphene-Cu distance is
about 3.2 ˚A for all domains and the maximum corrugation
of a single domain is 0.35 ˚A [29]. The presence of two
n = 1 IPS that differ in binding energy by about 400 meV
could be justified in graphene/Cu only by an important
variation of the graphene-Cu distance and consequently of
the local work function. From ab initio calculations within
the density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the
SIESTA package, we estimate that a variation of the local
work function of 400 meV can be only justified by a distance
variation of 1 ˚A, suggesting that domains with a graphene-Cu
distance of about 2 ˚A should exist and they must be quite
extended.
Two series of IPS could be originated also by a change of
the charge transfer sign, from n to p [30] between the substrate
and graphene. However, a significant change in charge transfer
must necessarily affect the binding energy of the occupied
surface state (HOSS) that in our experiment appears evermore
shifted by ∼200 meV with respect to the Fermi level. This
observation is based on micro-ARPES experiments performed
with a lateral resolution of ∼1 µm [31]. These measurements
have shown that the binding energy of HOSS does not
change significantly on the whole graphene/Cu(111) surface
invalidating this interpretation of the present data.
Hence, having excluded that LUSS2 was a second IPS,
to clarify the nature of the LUSS1 and LUSS2 states, we
performed electronic structure calculations using the one-
dimensional model potential reported in Fig. 6(a). The Cu(111)
surface is described by a phenomenological modulated po-
tential, as proposed by Chulkov et al.[32,33], which is able
to reproduce main surface features of the metal surface
such as the experimental work function, the surface-projected
energy gap, and the energy position of surface and image
states.
To model the potential due to the graphene layer, we used
a potential barrier in correspondence with the graphene plane,
at 3.2 ˚A from the Cu(111) surface, plus two potential wells on
both sides of the graphene. A similar potential has been already
adopted in the literature to simulate graphene [18] because
it accounts for the transmission and reflection of electronic
wave functions impinging on the carbon layer. In addition,
our potential considers the effective barrier on the bulk side,
generated by the presence of the energy L gap.
The shape of this additional potential can be chosen in
different ways and for sake of computational simplicity we
considered a cosinelike attractive well and a cosinelike barrier.
Its analytic form in atomic units is
vGr (z)=
{
A1{cos[2π (z+λT )/λ1]−1} −λT <z<−λ2/2
A2{cos[2πz/λ2]+1}−2A1 −λ2/2 <z< 0.75 ,
(1)
where λ1 and λ2 are fixed to 2.25 and 2 Bohr, respectively, and
2λT is their sum. A1 and A2 are equal to 0.43 and 1.7 Hartree,
respectively.
The parameters for the graphene barrier were chosen in
order to reproduce the energy levels measured by linear and
nonlinear photoemission. This procedure does not uniquely
fix the parameters, but we found that different combinations
that gave the same energy values resulted in almost equivalent
surface wave functions.
The electronic structure calculations were performed using
the embedding approach that allows to describe a semi-infinite
substrate [34,35]. The density of states reported in Fig. 6(b)
displays the continuous bulk states of Cu projected along
the [111] direction and an energy gap; in this gap we find
three states, with binding energies equal to −4.55, −0.9, and
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) One-dimensional potential used to simulate the graphene/Cu(111) interface. (b) The calculated density of states
(DOS) points out the presence of three states whose binding energies are comparable with the HOSS, LUSS1, and LUSS2 binding energies
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−0.45 eV with respect to the vacuum level, which can be
identified as HOSS, LUSS1, and LUSS2, respectively [see
Fig. 6(b)]. The probability amplitude of these states is reported
in Fig. 6(c). The HOSS is mainly localized in front of the
Cu(111) surface, as expected for a Shockley state. Differ-
ently, LUSS1 and LUSS2 present the character of interface
states being spatially localized at the graphene/vacuum and
the graphene/Cu(111) interfaces. Their proximity in energy
suggests that they can be ascribed to the hybridization of two
nearly degenerate levels lying in the two potential wells formed
by the graphene potential barrier with the surface energy gap
and the image potential, respectively. Although LUSS1 and
LUSS2 display the same physical nature, the experiments
revealed distinct effective masses. The difference between the
value of m∗LUSS1 = 0.9± 0.1 mE and m∗LUSS2 = 1.3± 0.1 mE
can be explained by the different energy positions of these
states with respect to the bulk band edge. When the binding
energy of an unoccupied state is close to the upper edge of
the energy gap, the effective mass is affected by the deviation
of the band dispersion from the free electron behavior. As
explained by the multiple reflection theory approach [36],
when moving along k∥, this results in a different phase shift
of the wave functions reflected by the barrier, represented
by the energy gap. Consequently, the effective height of the
quantum well in which electrons are trapped changes with k∥.
In graphene/Cu(111), LUSS1 is sufficiently distant in energy
from the band edge to account for a nearly free electron
dispersion. Differently, LUSS2 is found at ∼0.2 eV below
the band edge, and this energy proximity explains the value of
the effective mass ∼1.3 mE within the energy gap. This value
is similar to what is observed for the first IPS of the clean
Cu(111), which is found close to the bulk band edge because
of the higher work function of the clean surface with respect
to single-layer graphene/Cu(111) [24,26].
This scenario is confirmed by the single imagelike
state (LUSS) detected on graphene/Cu-poly where a single
imagelike state (LUSS) not present in the Cu foil appears (see
Fig. 5). As previously remarked, the presence of a continuum
of states at the Fermi level of the Cu foil without any energy
gap in the integrated projected band structure hinders the
formation of an image state in the spectrum collected on the
Cu foil and similarly prevents the generation of the QWS in
the real space between the foil and graphene. At the same
time, graphene grown on a foil originates a potential barrier
that, conversely to the case of polished Cu foil, blocks the
photoemitted electrons back into the metal allowing the
formation of the only image state.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The study set forth herein presents a combined experimental
and theoretical investigation of the occupied and unoccupied
electronic surface states of a single graphene layer on Cu(111)
and on Cu-poly surfaces, unveiling at the graphene/Cu(111)
interface the coexistence of a highest occupied Shockley
surface state (HOSS) and two lowest unoccupied surface states
(LUSS). The experimental results, obtained by ultraviolet
nonlinear angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and the
electronic structure calculations, based on a one-dimensional
model potential, clearly suggest that the two unoccupied states
originate from the hybridization of the n = 1 single-layer
graphene/Cu(111) image potential state with a quantum well
state. This interpretation is confirmed by a similar experiment
done on single-layer graphene grown on copper polycrystalline
foil where only the image state survives being the quantum
well state at this interface inhibited. By adding important
information to the present knowledge on the character of the
surface states of these interfaces, we also unlock the gate for
considering Cu/graphene interfaces and probably other similar
systems as basic three-level devices suitable for active and
passive optical processes.
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